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Abstract. This paper describes methods of recoding exponents to allow
for regular implementations of m-ary exponentiation algorithms. Recoding algorithms previously proposed in the literature do not lend themselves to being implemented in a regular manner, which is required if
the implementation needs to resist side-channel attacks based on simple
power analysis. The advantage of the algorithms proposed in this paper
over previous work is that the recoding can be readily implemented in
a regular manner. Recoding algorithms are proposed for exponentiation
algorithms that use both signed and unsigned exponent digits.
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1

Introduction

Exponentiation algorithms have been shown to be vulnerable to side-channel
analysis, where an attacker observes the power consumption [17] or electromagnetic emanations [9, 24]. These attacks are referred to as Simple Power Analysis
(SPA) and Simple Electromagnetic Analysis (SEMA). A naı̈vely implemented
exponentiation algorithm will reveal the exponent used, as the operations required are dependent on the (bitwise) representation of the exponent.
Recoding algorithms have been proposed to decrease the number of operations required to compute an exponentiation [4, 15]. However, these recoding
algorithms are designed to produce efficient exponentiation algorithms, and not
to produce side-channel resistant exponentiation algorithms.
There are several recoding algorithms that have been proposed in the literature [19–23, 26, 27] in order to thwart SPA or SEMA. However, as noted in [25],
to achieve a regular exponentiation algorithm any recoding that is used also
needs to be regular. We define “regular” to mean that an algorithm executes the
same instructions in the same order for any input values. There is, therefore, no

leakage through simply inspecting a side-channel. It could be argued that this
recoding could be done when an exponent is generated. However, if an exponent
is combined with a random value to prevent differential side-channel analysis,
as detailed in [7, 16], the recoding will have to be conducted just prior to the
exponentiation algorithm.
Algorithms are proposed for signed and unsigned exponentiation algorithms.
They are described in general terms and can be readily adapted for use in
(Z/N Z)∗ , F∗p , etc. It should be noted that differential side channel analysis and
the required countermeasures are not considered in this paper (the interested
reader is referred to [18] for a discussion of this topic). Only exponentiation algorithms that lend themselves to being implemented with a regular structure
are considered in this paper. For a more generic survey of (fast) exponentiation
algorithms, the interested reader is referred to [11].
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In the next section, we review
basic methods for evaluating an exponentiation. In Section 3, we explain how
exponent recoding may prevent certain side-channel attacks and present new
recoding methods. For further efficiency, we consider exponents recoded to both
signed and unsigned digits. In Section 4, we describe (higher-radix) right-toleft exponentiation methods and point out why they are more suited for secure
implementations. Finally, we conclude in Section 5. Specific applications of our
recoding methods can be found in Appendix A.

2

Basic Methods

2.1

Square-and-multiply method

The simplest algorithm for computing an exponentiation is the square-andmultiply algorithm. This is where an exponent is read left-to-right bit-by-bit,
a zero results in a squaring operation being performed, and a one results in a
squaring operation followed by a multiplication. This algorithm is detailed in
Algorithm 1, where we define the function bit(n, i) as a function returning the
ith bit of n.3 The input is an element x in a (multiplicatively written) group G
and a positive `0 -bit integer n; the output is the element z = xn in G.

Algorithm 1: Square-and-Multiply Algorithm
0

Input: x ∈ G, n ≥ 1, `0 the binary length of n (i.e., 2`
Output: z = xn
A ← x; R ← x
for i = `0 − 2 down to 0 do
A ← A2
if (bit(n, i) 6= 0) then A ← A · R
end
return A
3

By convention, the first bit is bit number 0.

−1

0

≤ n < 2` )

It has been shown that bit values of exponent n can be distinguished by
observing a suitable side channel, such as the power consumption [17] or electromagnetic emanations [9, 24]. One countermeasure to prevent an attacker from
being able to recover the bit values of an exponent is to execute the same code
(i.e., without conditional branchings) whatever the value of exponent n, referred
to as side-channel atomicity [5]. Specific implementations described in [5] assume that the multiplications and squaring operations behave similarly. However, it has been shown that squaring operations and multiplications may be
distinguished by differences in the power consumption of hardware implementations [1], or the distribution of the Hamming weight of the result of the single
precision operations required to compute multi-precision operations [2].
2.2

Square-and-multiply-always method

The first regular exponentiation algorithm was proposed in [7], where a multiplication is performed for each bit of an exponent. The value of the bit in question
determines whether the result is used or discarded.

Algorithm 2: Square-and-Multiply-Always Algorithm
Input: x ∈ G, n ≥ 1, `0 the binary length of n
Output: z = xn
R[0] ← x; R[1] ← x; R[2] ← x
for i = `0 − 2 down to 0 do
R[1] ← R[1]2
b ← bit(n, i); R[b] ← R[b] · R[2]
end
return R[1]

This algorithm is less efficient than many other exponentiation algorithms.
More importantly, it has been shown that this algorithm can be attacked by a
safe-error fault attack [29, 30]. If a fault is injected into a multiplication, it will
change the output only if the result of that multiplication is used. An attacker
could potentially use this to determine bits of the exponent by targeting chosen
multiplications. A description of fault attacks that could potentially be applied
to an exponentiation is beyond the scope of this paper (see [3, 10]). However, it
would be prudent to avoid algorithms that are vulnerable to such attacks.
2.3

m-ary exponentiation

In order to speed up the evaluation of z = xn it is possible to precompute some
values that are small multiples of x by breaking up the exponent into ` words
in radix m [15]. Typically, m is chosen to be equal to 2k , for some convenient
value of k, to enable the relevant digits to simply be read from the exponent.

The m-ary algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3, where function digit(n, i) returns
the ith digit of n (in radix m).

Algorithm 3: m-ary Exponentiation Algorithm
Input: x ∈ G, n ≥ 1, ` the m-ary length of n
Output: z = xn
Uses: A, R[i] for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m − 1}
R[1] ← x
for i = 2 to m − 1 do R[i] ← R[i − 1] · x
d ← digit(n, ` − 1); A ← R[d]
for i = ` − 2 down to 0 do
A ← Am
d ← digit(n, i)
if (d 6= 0) then A ← A · R[d]
end
return A

This algorithm is more efficient than the square-and-multiply algorithm and
has the advantage that it is more regular and will, therefore, leak less information. The algorithm is not entirely regular since no multiplication is conducted
when a digit is equal to zero. It would, therefore, be expected that an attacker
could determine the digits of n that are equal to zero by observing a suitable
side channel.

3

Exponent Recoding

Several methods for recoding exponents have been proposed in the literature.
The most commonly known example is Non-Adjacent Form (NAF) recoding [4]
that recodes the bits of an exponent with values in {−1, 0, 1}. This reduces the
number of multiplications that are required in the subsequent exponentiation algorithm, and can be generalised to a m-ary recoding [15]. Some methods of NAF
recoding to produce a regular exponentiation algorithm have been proposed as a
countermeasure to side-channel analysis [22, 23]. However, these recoding algorithms have been shown to be vulnerable to attack, since the recoding algorithm
is not itself regular [25].
Other recoding algorithms have been proposed that make the subsequent
exponentiation algorithm regular. In [19], Möller describes a recoding algorithm
for m-ary exponentiation where each digit that is equal to zero is replaced with
−m, and the next most significant digit is incremented by one. This leads to an
exponent recoded with digits in the set {1, . . . , m−1}∪{−m}. Combined with the
m-ary exponentiation algorithm, this implies that x−m should be precomputed.
While this computation is “easy” on elliptic curves, this is not the case for
the multiplicative group of integers modulo N . An unsigned version of Möller’s

algorithm is described in [27] where the digits are recoded in the set {1, . . . , m}:
each zero digit is replaced with m and the next digit is decremented by one.
The problem with the recoding algorithms proposed in [19, 27] is that they
cannot easily be implemented in a regular manner. In this section we present
some recoding methods for regular exponentiation, where the exponent can be
simply recoded in a regular fashion.
3.1

Unsigned-digit recoding

P`−1
The goal is to compute z = xn for some integer n. Let n = i=0 di mi denote
the expansion of n in radix m (typically, as above, m = 2k ). Consider positive
P`−1
P`−1
integer s < n and define n0 := n − s. If n0 = i=0 d0i mi and s = i=0 si mi
respectively denote the m-expansion of n0 and s, it follows that
0

xn = xn +s
=x

P`−1
i=0

κi mi

with κi := d0i + si .

We define the most significant digit of s in radix m to be zero. This means that
the significant digit of n0 in radix m (i.e., κ`−1 ) will remain greater than, or
equal to, zero. Otherwise, the recoding would no longer be unsigned and would
not be suitable for groups where computing inversions is expensive.
There are several possible realisations of this idea. We detail below two such
implementations.
P`−2
First implementation Choose s = i=0 mi . This can be seen as setting all
digits of s to 1, namely s = (1, . . . , 1)m . Since n0i ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1}, it follows that
κi ∈ {1, . . . , m}. We, therefore, obtain the following algorithm.

Algorithm 4: Unsigned-Digit Recoding Algorithm (I)
Input: n ≥ 1, m = 2k , ` the m-ary length of n
Output: n = (κ`−1 , . . . , κ0 )m with κi ∈ {1, . . . , m}, 0 ≤ i ≤ ` − 2
s ← (1, . . . , 1)m ; n ← n − s
for i = 0 to ` − 2 do
d ← n mod m; n ← bn/mc
κi ← d + 1
end
κ`−1 ← n

It is interesting to note that recoding
withPdigits in the set {1, . . . , m} is
P
unique. Indeed, suppose that n = i κi mi = i κ∗i mi ≥ m + 1. This implies
κ0 ≡ κ∗0 (mod m), which in turn yields κ0 = κ∗0 since, given their definition
range, |κ0 − κ∗0 | ≤ m − 1. The same argument applies to n ← (n − κ0 )/m

which implies κ1 = κ∗1 and so on. Therefore, the recoded digits obtained by the
algorithm in [27] correspond to those obtained by Algorithm 4. But, contrarily
to [27], the proposed algorithm is itself regular.
Example 1. Consider, for example, an exponent n = 31415 whose binary representation is given by (1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1)2 . For m = 2, Algorithm 4 produces the equivalent representation (2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1)2
in radix 2 with digits in the set {1, 2}. In radix m = 4, it produces (1, 3, 2, 2, 2, 3,
1, 3)4 with digits in the set {1, 2, 3}.
A possible drawback of Algorithm 4 is that it requires the knowledge of the
m-ary length of n (i.e., of `) ahead of time. We describe hereafter an alternative
implementation overcoming this limitation.
Second implementation Looking in more detail into the subtraction step, we
have


di − si + γi
0
∈ {−1, 0}
di = (di − si + γi ) mod m and γi+1 =
m
where the “borrow” is initialised to 0 (i.e., γ0 = 0). This is the classical schoolboy
algorithm. Since di , si ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1}, we get
(
di + γi
if di + γi ≥ si ,
κi = d0i + si =
di + γi + m otherwise .
Hence, we see that any choice for si with si 6= 0 when di ∈ {0, 1} leads to a
P`−2
non-zero value for κi . As in our first implementation, we choose s = i=0 mi .
Further, to only resort to unsigned arithmetic, we define γi0 = γi + 1 where
γi ∈ {0, 1}.

Algorithm 5: Unsigned-Digit Recoding Algorithm (II)
Input: n ≥ 1, m = 2k
Output: n = (κ`−1 , . . . , κ0 )m with κi ∈ {1, . . . , m}, 0 ≤ i ≤ ` − 2
i ← 0; γ 0 ← 1
while (n ≥ m + 1) do
d ← n mod m; d0 ← d + γ 0 + m − 2
κi ← (d0 mod m) + 1; γ 0 ← bd0 /mc
n ← bn/mc
i←i+1
end
κi ← n + γ 0 − 1

3.2

Signed-digit recoding

Again, we let m = 2k . The goal is to rewrite the exponent into digits that take
odd values in {−(m − 1), . . . , −1, 1, . . . , m − 1},
n=

`−1
X

κi mi

with κi ∈ {±1, . . . , ±(m − 1)} and κi odd .

i=0

An m-ary exponentiation algorithm using these signed digits would require the
same amount of precomputed values as the unsigned version. When computing
inverses is easy (for example on elliptic curves), it has been suggested that the
exponent digits κi could be broken up into an unsigned integer value and the
sign, i.e. κi = si τi where τi is unsigned and si ∈ {1, −1} [12, 20, 21, 26]. In
this case, only the values multiplied by the values in {1, . . . , m − 1} need to be
computed, and the inversion applied as required. The advantage of using this
method is that the number of precomputed values is halved.
We rely on the observation that any odd integer in the range [0, 2m) can be
written as
1 = m + (−(m − 1))
3 = m + (−(m − 3))
..
.
m − 1 = m + (−1)
m + 1 = m + (1)
..
.
2m − 3 = m + (m − 3)
2m − 1 = m + (m − 1)
which yields the following algorithm.

Algorithm 6: (Odd) Signed-Digit Recoding Algorithm
Input: n odd, m = 2k
Output: n = (κ`−1 , . . . , κ0 )±m with κi ∈ {±1, . . . , ±(m − 1)} and κi odd
i←0
while (n > m) do
κi ← (n mod 2m) − m
n ← (n − κi )/m
i←i+1
end
κi ← n

The correctness of the recoding follows by inspecting that for an odd integer
n > m, we have:
1. |κi | ∈ [1, m − 1]: 1 − m ≤ (n mod 2m) − m ≤ m − 1;
2. (n mod 2m) − m is odd: (n mod 2m) − m ≡ n ≡ 1 (mod 2);
3. (n − κi )/m < n: for n > m > 1, n + m ≤ nm =⇒ (n + m − 1)/m < n.
Moreover, it is easy to see that the updating step, n ← (n − κi )/m, does not
change the parity:
(n − κi ) mod 2m
m mod 2m
=
=1 .
m
m

(n − κi )/m mod 2 =

Example 2. Again, with the example of exponent n = 31415, Algorithm 6 produces the equivalent representation (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)±2 for m =
2. For m = 4, it produces (1, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3)±4 .
Algorithm 6 requires that n is odd. It is noted in [13] that when n is even it can
be replaced with n0 = n + 1 and that the result is multiplied by the inverse of the
input, i.e. x−1 . To make this regular for any exponent an equivalent treatment
can be conducted when n is odd. In this case, n is replaced with n0 = n + 2 and
the result is multiplied by x−2 .
It is also possible to modify Algorithm 6 so that the length of the recoded
integer is fixed. This allows one to hide the Hamming weight, by setting consecutive digits more significant than the most significant word in base m to −m and
one, as described in [19]. This, assuming an even number of digits are available,
will not change the output of the exponentiation algorithm.

4

Right-to-left Exponentiation Algorithms

4.1

Right-to-left m-ary exponentiation

While it is well-known that the square-and-multiply algorithm can be improved
by using a higher radix, it is sometimes believed that such improvements only
apply to left-to-right versions (e.g., in [6, p. 10]). In [15, §4.6.3], Knuth suggests
as an exercise to design an exponentiation algorithm that is analogous to the
right-to-left binary method, but based on a general radix m.
For m = 2, the right-to-left binary method works as follows. Let n =
P`0 −1
i
n
i=0 bi 2 with bi ∈ {0, 1}. The algorithm evaluates z = x in G as
z := x

P`0 −1
i=0

(
bi 2i

=

Y
0≤i≤`0 −1
bi 6=0

2i

x

=

Y
0≤i≤`0 −1
bi 6=0

Yi

with

Y0 = x
2
Yi = Yi−1
,

i≥1

.

Algorithm 7: Right-to-left m-ary Exponentiation
Input: x ∈ G, n ≥ 1
Output: z = xn
Uses: A, R[j] for j ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1}
// Step 1: Evaluation of Tj for 1 ≤ j ≤ m − 1
for j = 1 to m − 1 do R[j] ← 1G
A←x
while (n ≥ m) do
d ← n mod m
if (d 6= 0) then R[d] ← R[d] · A
A ← Am
n ← bn/mc
end
R[n] ← R[n] · A
j
Q
// Step 2: Evaluation of z = m−1
j=1 Tj
A ← R[m − 1]
for j = m − 2 down to 1 do
R[j] ← R[j] · R[j + 1]
A ← A · R[j]
end
return A

Likewise,
P`−1 for a general radix m, we can consider the m-ary expansion of n,
n = i=0 di mi where 0 ≤ di < m. We can then write z = xn as
z=

i

Y

xm ·

0≤i≤`−1
di =1

=

m−1
Y
j=1

Tj

j

Y

i

Y

x2·m · · ·

0≤i≤`−1
di =2

where Tj =

0≤i≤`−1
di =j

Y

i

xj·m · · ·

Y

i

x(m−1)·m

0≤i≤`−1
di =m−1

i

xm .

0≤i≤`−1
di =j

Therefore, the evaluation of z = xn in G amounts to evaluating the Tj ’s followed
j
Q
by j Tj . It is worth noting that for a given index i, only one Tj is affected
(i.e. Tj is only affected by j = di ).
In Algorithm 7, we use (m − 1) temporary variables, R[1], . . . , R[m − 1], each
of them initialised to 1G , the identity element of G. At the end of the loop, R[j]
will contain the value of Tj . We also make use of an accumulator A that keeps
i
track of the successive values of xm . For i = 0, . . . , ` − 1, if at iteration i, digit di
of n is equal to d then, provided that d 6= 0, R[d] is updated as R[d] ← R[d] · A.
Accumulator A is initialised to x and, at iteration i, it is updated by computing
i+1
A ← Am so that it contains the value of xm
for the next iteration. To avoid
m`
the useless computation of x (i.e., when i = `−1), we stop the loop at iteration
` − 2, and only update R[d`−1 ] as R[d`−1 ] ← R[d`−1 ] · A for the last iteration.

j
Qm−1
It now remains to compute j=1 R[j] to get the value of z = xn , as
expected. This can be done with only (2m − 4) multiplications in G. Indeed,
j−̄
Qm−1
Qm−1
letting Ū := j=̄ Tj and V̄ := Ū · j=̄ Tj
, we observe that V1 =
j
Qm−1
= z and it is easy to check that
j=1 Tj
Ū = T̄ · Ū+1

and V̄ = V̄+1 · Ū .

j
Qm−1
Consequently, j=1 R[j] can be evaluated by using accumulator A initialised
to R[m − 1] and then containing the successive values of Vj for j = m − 2, . . . , 1.
Further, as the content of R[j] (i.e., Tj ) is only needed in iteration j for the
evaluation of Uj , R[j] can be used to store the value of Uj . Accumulator A is so
updated as A ← A · R[j].

4.2

Right-to-left vs. left-to-right exponentiation

As with the left-to-right m-ary algorithm, it would be expected that an attacker
would be able to determine the digits of n that are equal to zero in Algorithm 7.
An easy way to prevent this is to treat the digit 0 as the other digits. Namely, we
can remove the “if (d 6= 0) then” by using an additional temporary variable R[0].
However, as for the left-to-right version, the resulting implementation would
become vulnerable to a safe-error attack. Alternatively, the recent attack of [14]
can be extended to recover the zero digits of n. All these attacks can be prevented
by making use of the recoding methods described in Section 3. This will be
exemplified by the algorithms detailed in Appendix A.
Overall, right-to-left exponentiation methods are superior than their left-toright counterparts, from a security viewpoint. Known left-to-right exponentiations repeatedly multiply the accumulator by the same precomputed value for
a non-zero exponent digit. While this can be advantageous from an efficiency
viewpoint (for example when the precomputed values feature some properties
allowing for a faster multiplication), this can have dramatic consequences from a
security viewpoint. In [28], Walter exploits the fact the same values are used to
mount what he calls “Big Mac” attacks. Surprisingly, Big Mac attacks are more
powerful when there are more precomputed values (i.e. when the algorithms are
faster). Right-to-left exponentiation methods are not subject to these attacks.
Another class of attacks exploiting specific properties of left-to-right methods
relies on collisions for carefully chosen inputs. These attacks were introduced
by Fouque and Valette [8] and subsequently extended by Yen et al. [31]. The
most general presentation of these attacks with several extensions applying to
all known left-to-right methods (including the Montgomery ladder) is given by
Homma et al. [14]. Although not described in [14], as aforementioned, it is an
easy exercise to show that a similar attack can be extended to recover the zero
digits of the exponent — but not all the digits as in the left-to-right algorithms —
in the basic right-to-left m-ary exponentiation algorithm (Algorithm 7).

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we describe regular recoding algorithms to aid in the implementation of regular m-ary exponentiation algorithms. If a recoding algorithm is
not regular then it may itself become subject to a side channel attack, as noted
in [25]. In this paper we detail secure implementations for recoding exponents
into signed and unsigned digits. The side-channel resistance of the left-to-right
m-ary exponentiation algorithm is compared to that of the right-to-left m-ary
exponentiation algorithm. This provides a base for a side channel resistant implementation of an exponentiation algorithm, but further countermeasures will
need to be included to prevent differential side channel analysis. (Some examples of how the recoded exponents can be used to provide regular exponentiation
algorithms are presented in the appendix.)
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A
A.1

Regular Exponentiation Algorithms
Unsigned-digit recoding

A regular equivalent of Algorithm 7 can designed using the exponent recoding
as described in Section 3.1.
The resulting algorithm requires m temporary variables for storing the respective accumulated values for recoded digits d0 + 1 with d0 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m − 1}.
In Algorithm 8 these values are stored in locations R[i] for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m − 1}
which avoids having to add 1 to the index in the main loop.
The final digit is in {0, 1, . . . , m} and can, therefore, require special treatment. If
the final digit is in {1, . . . , m} the digit can be treated like the rest of the digits

Algorithm 8: Regular Right-to-left m-ary Exponentiation
Input: x ∈ G, n ≥ 1, k ≥ 1, m = 2k
Output: z = xn
Uses: A, R[i] for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m − 1}
for j = 0 to m − 1 do R[j] ← 1G
A ← x; γ 0 ← 1; n0 ← bn/mc
while (n0 ≥ m + 1) do
d ← n mod m; d0 ← d + γ 0 + m − 2; γ 0 ← bd0 /mc
d0 ← d0 mod m; n ← n0 ; n0 ← bn/mc
R[d0 ] ← R[d0 ] · A
A ← Am
end
d ← n mod m; d0 ← d + γ 0 + m − 2
γ 0 ← bd0 /mc; d0 ← d0 mod m
R[d0 ] ← R[d0 ] · A
d0 ← n0 + γ 0 − 1
if (d0 =
6 0) then
while (d0 < 1) do
d0 ← 2 · d0 ; k ← k − 1
end
k

A ← A2 ; R[d0 − 1] ← R[d0 − 1] · A
end
A ← R[m − 1]
for j = m − 2 down to 0 do
R[j] ← R[j] · R[j + 1]; A ← A · R[j]
end
A ← A · R[0]
return A

of the exponent. If the final digit is equal to zero the final multiplication can be
avoided or replaced with a multiplication with 1G (where such a multiplication
would not be apparent by observing a side channel).
Another potential problem is the first multiplication for each R[i], for i ∈
{0, 1, . . . , m − 1}, which will be with 1G . Depending on the arithmetic involved
with this multiplication, it may be visible in a side channel. In a side channel
resistant implementation one would expect the operands to be blinded such that
there are numerous values that represent 1G [7, 16]. In this case, multiplications
with 1G would no longer be visible.
A.2

Signed-digit recoding

The same exponent recoding presented in Algorithm 6 in Section 3.2 can be used
in a right-to-left algorithm. The algorithm given in Algorithm 9 describes how
the recoded exponent can be used to compute an exponentiation.

In Algorithm 9 the variable R[i] for i ∈ {0, . . . , m/2 − 1} is used to store the
product of the negative digits of the recoded exponent without inverting them.
The product of the positive digits is stored in R[i] for i ∈ {m/2, . . . , m−1}. When
the main loop is terminated the result of combining R[i] for i ∈ {0, . . . , m/2 − 1}
can be inverted to produce the value of x raised to the power of the negative
digits. This can then be combined with the values corresponding to the positive
digits to produce the result of the exponentiation.

Algorithm 9: Right-to-left Signed Recoding m-ary Exponentiation (I)
Input: x ∈ G, n ≥ 1 and odd, m = 2k
Output: z = xn
Uses: A, R[i] for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m − 1}
for j = 0 to m − 1 do R[j] ← 1G
A←x
while (n > m) do
κ ← (n mod 2m) − m; d0 ← b(κ + m)/2c
R[d0 ] ← R[d0 ] · A
A ← Am
n ← (n − κ)/m
end
d0 ← b(n + m)/2c; R[d0 ] ← R[d0 ] · A
A ← R[0]
for j = 1 to m/2 − 1 do
A ← A · R[j − 1]; R[j] ← R[j] · R[j − 1]; A ← A · R[j]
end
R[0] ← A; A ← R[m − 1]
for i = m − 2 down to m/2 do
A ← A · R[j + 1]; R[j] ← R[j] · R[j + 1]; A ← A · R[j]
end
A ← A · R[0]−1
return A

As with Algorithm 8, the initial multiplications with 1G may be visible in a
side channel in Algorithm 9. This problem is easier to deal with in this algorithm
since an inversion is computed at the end of the algorithm. For example, the line
“R[j] ← 1G ” can be replaced with “R[j] ← x”. This will, effectively, blind the
exponentiation and be removed when “A ← A · R[0]−1 ” is computed at the end
of the algorithm.
Another option, when a random element in G can be computed efficiently, is
to replace the initialisation loop, “ for j = 0 to m − 1 do R[j] ← 1G ”, with
for j = 0 to m/2 − 1 do
R[j] ← RandomElement()
R[m − j − 1] ← R[j]
end
where the function RandomElement() returns a random element in G. Given
that the random elements are balanced, the computation of a group inversion in

the last line will remove the effect of these group elements. This provides more
security than if x is used, since an attacker may attempt to manipulate x to
produce specific effects in a side channel.
Algorithm 9 can be rewritten so that it uses m/2 values stored in memory.
This means that inversions will need to be computed as required, rather than
deferred to the end of the algorithm.

Algorithm 10: Right-to-left Signed Recoding m-ary Exponentiation (II)
Input: x ∈ G, n ≥ 1 and odd, m = 2k with k > 1
Output: z = xn
Uses: R[i] for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m/2}
for j = 1 to m/2 do R[j] ← 1G
R[0] ← x
while (n > m) do
κ ← (n mod 2m) − m; d0 ← d|κ|/2e
s ← sign(κ); d ← [(1 + s)((d0 mod (m/2)) + 1)]/2
R[d] ← R[d]−1 ; R[d0 ] ← R[d0 ] · R[0]; R[d] ← R[d]−1
R[0] ← R[0]m
n ← (n − κ)/m
end
d0 ← dn/2e; R[d0 ] ← R[d0 ] · R[0]
R[0] ← R[m/2]
for j = m/2 − 1 down to 1 do
R[0] ← R[0] · R[j + 1]; R[j] ← R[j] · R[j + 1]; R[0] ← R[0] · R[j]
end
return R[0]

Depending on the group G and the target device, this may be problematic
to compute in a regular manner, as discussed in Section 3.2. Some methods of
achieving a regular solution when using elliptic curve arithmetic can be envisaged
where κi is broken down into si and τi , e.g.:
– In F2m the unsigned representation of si can be used as a look up to either
zero or the binary representation of the irreducible polynomial used to represent Fq over F2 which will be xor-ed with the value of τi to produce the
required value for the κi .
– An inversion over Fp can be achieved if we add p to the y coordinate and
subtract zero or two times the value of the y coordinate, depending on the
value of si . This will produce the required value corresponding to the value
of κi in a regular manner. However, this will be vulnerable to a safe-error
attack on the function that multiplies the y coordinate by two.
Another approach for elliptic curve arithmetic would be to compute the triplet
{x, y, −y} for each point produced by multiplying the initial point by {1, 3, . . . ,

m − 1}. The unsigned representation of si can then be used to select y or −y as
required. The memory requirements are reduced when compared to a standard
m-ary algorithm, but not as much as would be possible if the computation of an
inversion were completely free.
Yet another approach, provided that inversion can be computed for free, with
fewer memory requirements, is to apply the previous trick but “on-the-fly”. This
requires an additional temporary variable, say B. In the while-loop, at each
step, the inverse of A is computed and stored in B. The sign of digit d0 is then
used to compute R[d0 ] ← R[d0 ] · A or [d0 ] ← R[d0 ] · B as required. Provided
that k > 1, the same effect can be obtained but without additional temporary
variable with two inversions. This is detailed in Algorithm 10, where, to make
the presentation easier, we rename accumulator A to R[0] and reorganise the
other variables: R[i] for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m/2} is used to accumulated the values for
recoded digits {1, 3, . . . , m − 1} (in absolute value).

